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Etter Apricot “Royal Luizet variety” 42% vol. 
 

 
Origin of fruit: Wallis region / Switzerland 
Fresh fruit quantity: 9 kg fully ripened apricots for 70cl content 

 
Storage/maturing: 36 months matured in 50 litre demijohns 

 
Colour: pure, crystal clear 

Bouquet: aroma of ripe apricots, delicate hint of flower 

Taste: pleasantly fruity, full bodied and harmonious, this elegant 
fruit spirit is accompanied by the flavour of almonds, with 

long, warming aftertaste 
 

Tip for drinking: The ideal digestif to round off a good meal, thanks to its 

elegance and superb harmony of flavours. Why not try it 
as an aperitif as well? Or before going to bed? It’ll give 

you sweet dreams. 

 Savour this full-bodied apricot spirit from a tulip-shaped 

glass at 15-20 degrees to allow the wondrous bouquet to 

unfold and the concentration of aromas to emerge. 

 
 
 
 
Apricot Spirit - a sensual midsummer nights’ dream 
 

It takes a lot of loving care to create an excellent apricot spirit. The secret of the 
art lies in retaining the character of the fruit in its original form. This is not always 

easy, particularly as nature has its moods too.  

 
Apricots from Wallis in Switzerland must be perfectly ripe, as only then can a first-class distillate be 

achieved. In the best locations of the “Rive droite” in Wallis, our contract supplier has to walk through 
the apricot orchards several times to pick the very ripe fruit by hand. As these fragile apricots wouldn’t 

travel well in the hot summer season, the maturing process – when the fructose turns naturally into 

alcohol - takes place on the spot in Wallis. The fermented apricot mash is then transported to Zug, 
where it is distilled immediately on arrival. After our special distilling process, the apricot spirit is 

stored for approx. 36 months in 50 litre demijohns until its delicate, fruity aroma is released and full 
harmony achieved. 

 

When matured to perfection, it stands before you in an elegant digestif glass and delights your senses 
with its fruity, sweet taste and delicate bouquet. Let’s pause for a moment and give ourselves time to 

enjoy this sublime pleasure. Good health!  

 


